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Chalet is designed by David Fox, and supports the way we work in the changing workspace. High backed 
sofas are a great way of breaking up a corporate space, but what of you wanted something a little more 
personal or flexible. Chalet acts like a semi private shell in which the user can make their own interior by 
placing in there sofas, meeting chairs and tables or more comfortable lounge chairs. 
 
“A chalet is a retreat where you can take a phone call without being disturbed by the surrounding. The choice 
of aesthetic is simple, so it blends into its environment gracefully, the product can be upholstered in bold 
colors or patterns, and the wooden semi private screens suite with other wood based products in the 
deberenn portfolio” says David Fox. 
Chalet is a workplace retreat, it’s a flexible yet simple product, that offers a semi private sanctuary in open 
plan offices, used singularly or placed side by side. Vented screens make the structure appear lighter, whilst 
shadowing the people sitting behind them, so externally you visually can`t quite compute what people are 
doing. How you create the inside of your chalet is up to you, small sofas can be placed in there, meeting 
chairs, and a table. Lounge chairs for a more relaxed environment. 

• Chalet carcass is made using 18 mm poplar plywood and 6 mm medium density fibreboard which 
enables a stronger durable shell.  

 
• CNC Router cuts poplar plywood into specific dimensioned shapes. Specific shapes are separated 

from the wood while straight plywood and beech wood are cut into pieces. Shaped and straight 
plywood and straight beech wood are glued, stapled and finally drilled together to provide a strong 
durable shell. 

 
• The rear and side arms are all closed by curved 6 mm thin light MDF wood to form a smooth and 

durable surface. 3 mm mattress (blanket) is glued on both surfaces with water-based glue. 
 

• Front and supporting panels (one or two regarding to the order) on both sides of 45 mm birch plywood 
100 degrees with 120 bar pressure with 0.8 mm coating is sprayed with hot press. 5 cm of channels 
are prepared by CNC router on panels. Surface grit cleaning is done first by 80 grit sandpaper 
followed by 120 grit sandpaper. 

 
• 400 grams of transparent acrylic filling material is sprayed to the surface. After, in order to form a 

smooth surface grit cleaning is done by 180 grit sandpaper. Finally, once more 300 grams of acrylic 
lacquer is applied to the sandpapered surface again. 

 
• In creation of upholstery, CNC Fabric Cutter cuts a measured amount of fabric into specific 

dimensions. All fabric connections are then sewn, single and double stitched via needle machines. All 
sewing and lock stitching are made with extreme care. Once upholstery is completed, carcass and 
side arms are firmly and carefully drilled and attached together. 

 
• Feet are made 40x40 mm box profile with 1.5 mm thickness, with an option to be standard chromed. 

They are welded with gas welding grinding and cleaning is done. 
 

• Before entering the electrostatic kiln, to keep dye better of the metal surface, surface is phosphatised 
and product is powder coated. 

 
• Finally, unique style and shape is created. 
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Different codes and names regarding the height and width choices are given in the below table. 

 
 Dimensions ; 
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